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W              ell, look who it is.  It’s great to see 
you.  A thousand hot, steamy, wet, 

phlegmatic welcomes from a wintery Pacemaker 
team fresh out of exam season and fresh out of 
lemsip packets. We are proud to introduce you to 
the third installment of the new look Pacemaker 
magazine - The Mind - and we’re sure you’ll be 
suitably impressed by what we’ve got in store.  You 
better be.  If not; we know where you live. 

Of all the opening gambits I’ve had the 
pleasure to write, this one has been by far the most 
difficult.  I suppose, by virtue of wanting to sound 
florid, supercilious and saucy, I’d found myself 
over-egging the editorial pudding, somewhat.  
Essentially, after many edits and many re-edits 
with my partner in crime clamouring for my final 
cut so we could go to print, I decided that there 
wasn’t really much point in making this an all 
mouth and no trousers kind of endeavour.  Plus, I’ve 
come to realise that, from personal experience and 
otherwise, in so many healthcare situations where 
somebody’s mind is the topic of conversation, 
bluster and blunder ensure that the point is missed, 
the most important information is clouded, and 
best outcomes are potentially scuppered.  Stop 
beating around the bush, and get to the bloody 
point, I came to think.  So,  here goes.

You cannot escape the mind.  It is our 
constant companion, our bedfellow, our jailor, our 
facilitator, our liberator.  

As future healthcare professionals, we are 
being encouraged throughout our training to 
be mindful of the mind, and to make sure to be 
mindful of the patient in ownership of said mind.  
Mental health furnishes regular column inches, 
and, couched with a little more exposure to new 
generations, I for one am certainly glad to see 
that the mainstream opinion doesn’t see talk of 
‘the feels’ as wishy washy or airy fairy, as it used 
to be in our parents’ days, perhaps.  I’d like to think 

we’re getting there.  Wherever there is, however, is 
still up for debate.  Articles only this week revealed 
that suicide rates in the UK are increasing, and 
the Guardian reported that up to 75% of those in 
need of psychiatric help do not receive it.  As we, 
the next generation of healthcare professionals, 
are the inheritors of the NHS and the baggage that 
accompanies it it’s clear that we need to stand up 
and be counted - we need to talk about the mind.

We have an amazing selection of delights 
for your salivation, mastication, deglutition and 
digestion this issue.  We welcome a handful of new 
contributors who have astonishing insights into 
different perspectives, and several of our old hats 
have thrown stimulating thoughts into the mix, too.  
It’s a real privilege to be at the helm of such a well-
oiled machine, and one that never ceases to amaze 
me with its wealth and breadth of input.  Thanks be 
to Yousef, as always - the architect, the machinist, 
the auror, and the only person I would ever want to 
have beside me fighting an angry territorial mother 
grizzly bear knee deep in snow drifts in nineteenth 
century Wyoming.

Enjoy the issue, and do be careful when you 
next venture out fur-trapping.

Matthew Betts
pacemaker Editor 2015/16
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Zika virus and foetal concerns
Nikita John

The Zika virus was first found 
in The Zika forest in Uganda 

in 1947. Its presence had been detected 
in various other parts of Africa and Asia 
but it wasn’t until a large outbreak early 
2015 originating from north east Brazil 
that the world started taking it seriously.

Diagnosis can only be confirmed 
by laboratory testing for the presence 
of Zika virus RNA in the blood or 
other body fluids. This is because the 
disease presents with generic mild 
symptoms such as: fever, skin rashes, 
conjunctivitis, muscle and joint pain, 
malaise or headache. People require no 
specific treatment and usually make 
a full recovery within 2-7 days. The 
suggested fate for unborn foetus’ is 
more permanent. 

Incidences of Microcephaly and 
Guillain-barré syndrome (GBS) have 
increased simultaneously in regions 
with increased Zika Virus numbers. 
Microcephaly is a condition where 
a baby is born with an abnormally 
small head due to abnormal brain 
development. The long-term 
consequences of microcephaly may be 
mild developmental delays to severe 
motor and intellectual deficits, like 
cerebral palsy. 

Zika virus RNA has been found in 
amniotic fluid of women whose foetuses 
had been found to have microcephaly. 
A cohort study of 35 infants with 
microcephaly born during August–
October 2015 in Brazil found that the 
mothers of all 35 had lived in or visited 
Zika virus-affected areas during their 
pregnancies. 

As attention to this virus has 
only really begun to gain momentum 
in recent weeks, limited research is 
available to prove or explain the link 
between transmission from mother to 
baby, and by extension to understand 
any other adverse pregnancy outcomes 
associated with Zika infection. 
Furthermore, other tropical disease 
such as dengue fever and chikungunya 
are prevalent in the same areas so 
confirmation and discrete data cannot 
be given to lay ultimate culpability with 
the Zika virus. 

Evidence suggests that it can be 
spread by sexual transmission, but the 
risk is very low. Furthermore, massive 
increase in number of babies born with 
abnormalities such as microcephaly 

and Guillain-barré syndromecorrelating 
with infected mothers suggests the risk 
of it crossing the placental barrier is 
relatively high.

The Zika virus is spread mostly 
by the bite of an infected Aedes species 
mosquito, which are found throughout 
the tropics. Outbreaks were reported in 
the Pacific in 2007 and in the Americas 
(Brazil and Columbia) and Cape Verde 
Africa in 2015. Now, more than 13 
countries in the Americas have reported 
sporadic Zika virus infections indicating 
rapid geographical expansion of Zika 
virus. 

WHO says it is “spreading 
explosively” throughout the Americas, 
and with no vaccination currently 
available this is a worrying concept. 
Some countries recommend pregnant 
or women who may get pregnant 
avoid travelling to or conceiving in Zika 
affected areas. However in countries 
where contraception is a taboo this 
poses a very difficult situation. 

To control the spread and infection 
of this virus, health authorities should 
implement strategies aimed at reducing 
the Aedes mosquito populations. This 
can be done by avoiding standing water 
sides, or treating them with larvicides. 
People living in or travelling to high risk 

areas are  encouraged to take protective 
measures such as insect repellent; 
wearing clothes (preferably light-
coloured) that cover as much of the body 
as possible; using physical barriers such 
as screens, closed doors and windows; 
and sleeping under mosquito nets.

Nikita John
News Lead
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Research opens doors to
understanding the biology of Schizophrenia

S chizophrenia is a heritable disorder that affects 
approximately one in every 100 people worldwide. 

Broadly speaking, this debilitating psychiatric disorder is 
characterized by hallucinations, paranoid delusions and a 
breakdown of thought processes. These symptoms often 
emerge as a young adult and due to lack of knowledge about 
its disease process of how to treat it, its lifetime impact on 
individuals and society is high.

Currently people with Schizophrenia are treated for 
their symptoms of psychosis with medications and suffer with 
this condition throughout their lives. The treatment options so 
far are limited, due to a lack of thorough understanding of the 
biological mechanisms involved. All available antipsychotic 
drugs exert their main therapeutic effects through the blockade 
of the type 2 dopaminergic receptor (D2R). Unfortunately, the 
efficacy of this treatment is poor for many patients, but no 
new drug has been developed based on other target molecules. 

In July 2014, an international team led by Broad 
researchers published a large genomic revealing more than 
100 locations in the human genome linked to schizophrenia 
risk. The study used up to 36,989 cases and 113,075 controls, 
and to date it is the largest genomic study published on any 
psychiatric disorder to date. 

First author Stephan Ripke, a scientist at the Broad’s 
Stanley Centre for Psychiatric Research says “In just a few 
short years, by analysing tens of thousands of samples, our 
consortium has moved from identifying only a handful of 
loci associated with schizophrenia, to finding so many that 
we can see patterns among them.  We can group them into 
identifiable pathways — which genes are known to work 
together to perform specific functions in the brain. This is 
helping us to understand the biology of schizophrenia.”

The research finds that a person’s risk of schizophrenia 
is dramatically increased if they inherit a gene that causes 
abnormal “synaptic pruning”. Synaptic pruning is a process 
that usually happens during adolescence, where some brain 

synapses/ connections that are no longer needed are “pruned” 
away.  In patients with schizophrenia, the genes that mark out 
the connections to be “pruned” act abnormally by tagging too 
many synapses. Therefore, essential connections are lost, as 
grey matter is also decreased. 

This research also further develops a previously 
hypothesized link between schizophrenia and immunological 
processes by finding a small number of genes associated with 
this disorder in the immune system.  Furthermore, the study 
also found an association between the disorder and the region 
of the genome that holds DRD2 (the gene that produces the 
dopamine receptor targeted by all approved medications for 
schizophrenia) — suggesting that other loci uncovered in the 
study may point to additional therapeutic targets.

These findings point to biological mechanisms that 
could lead to new approaches for treating schizophrenia. The 
genes underlying this disorder still remain hidden, but this 
could be the first step on the unexplored path in understanding 
schizophrenia, and potentially other psychiatric disorders too.

Nikita John
News Lead
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some might say that our progress treating schizophrenia has been quite static since the discovery of 
dopamine blockers in the 1950s. however, a new piece of research that has identified 108 locations in 
the human genome associated with risk of developing this disorder may be the key to understanding 
schizophrenia; it may be the breakthrough we have been waiting for to allow for the improvement of 

treatments and outcomes for sufferers.  
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P sychopaths are most often 
seen in the cinema, slaying 

and scheming, but some argue that 
those with psychopathic traits are more 
common than we may like to believe 
and, although many don’t go as far as 
committing crimes, their actions can 
still be immensely destructive to society. 

Psycopathy is considered a 
personality disorder, and although 
no organisation of psychiatrists or 
psychologists has sanctioned the use of 
the term as a formal diagnosis, the word 
is widely used in criminology. 

Psychologist Robert Hare created 
his ‘Psychopath checklist’ to quantify 
traits and characteristics which suggest 
an element of psychopathy in an 
individual. The traits he describes include 
a lack of empathy, shallow emotions, 
impulsivity and irresponsibility. 
Psychopaths tend to have early 
behaviour problems and be involved in 
juvenile crimes. They may have multiple, 
short-lived marital relationships and be 
known for being sexually promiscuous. 
They are pathological liars and have a 
grandiose sense of self-worth. Despite 
these traits, many of which society 
might conservatively consider amoral 
and unacceptable, psychopaths are 
extremely charming and are often 
high achievers. At this point, you may 
be looking at this list, reflecting, and 
panicking slightly. But, as Jon Ronson 
wisely points out in his book ‘The 
Psychopath Test’, if you are wondering 
if you are a psychopath, you possess 
enough self awareness to confidently 
say: no, you are not.

Hare’s checklist is used in prisons 
and high security units to decide 
what level of incarceration prisoners 
need, what treatment they need, 
and the likelihood that the individual 
will reoffend. However, in normal 
society snake-like, manipulative, high-
functioning psychopaths might be 
harder to spot. Hare has claimed that 
around 1% of the population will meet 
his clinical criteria for psychopathy but 
that in the business world, the figure is 
higher, around 3-4%. 

It is claimed that in senior 
management roles, these characters 
can do enormous damage, to the point 
where psychologist Oliver James called 
the global financial crisis of 2008 a “mass 
outbreak of corporate psychopathy 
which resulted in something that 
very nearly crashed the whole world 
economy”. These wolves of Wall Street 

can increase workplace bullying, 
increase absenteeism and increase staff 
turnover. Due to the aforementioned 
irresistible charm, psychopaths will, 
nevertheless, be readily hired and climb 
the ladder quickly. 

Before medical students are 
quick to scorn the greedy, unforgiving 
corporate world however, it may be 
worth considering that surgeons rank 
at number 5 in careers with the highest 
proportion of psychopaths, with CEOs, 
lawyers and jobs in the media topping 
the list.

Structural and functional 
differences have been found in the brains 
of psychopaths. Functional MRI scans 
compared the brains of prisoners with 
a psychopathy diagnosis to prisoners 
who had committed similar crimes 
but without a psychopathy diagnosis. 
The psychopaths showed a decrease in 
connections between the venteromedial 
pre-frontal cortex, the area of the brain 
responsible for empathy and guilt, and 
the amygdala, the region associated 
with fear and anxiety. This suggested 
that the areas of the brain tasked with 
regulating emotion and social behaviour 
were not communicating as they should. 
More research showed that psychopathic 
criminals do not respond to punishment 
in the same way as other people and 
may be an explanation as to why those 
labelled psychopaths are much less likely 
to respond to rehabilitation programmes 
than other violent criminals.  Other 
studies have shown decreased activity 
in the amygdalae of psychopaths, when 
shown images of moral infringement. 

That is, psychopaths are emotionally 
flattened and unresponsive when shown 
photographs of brutality that would 
sicken you or I. 

Scientists are now trying to build 
on the definitions developed in the 1960s 
and use new technologies to understand 
the structural and physiological 
differences in the brains of psychopaths. 
Maybe this can lead to appreciation 
of risk factors, treatments and better 
reintegration of those affected back into 
civilised society. Some suggest learning-
based interventions in childhood could 
be effective, where there is still massive 
potential to alter brain structure. 
However, a chapter in Christopher 
Patrick’s ‘Handbook of Psychopathy’ 
reminds us that psychopaths have an 
‘evolutionary viable life strategy’. They 
can do very well out of lying, cheating 
and manipulating, albeit at the expense 
of others. There isn’t necessarily 
anything “wrong” with these people, in 
terms of a tangible defect or impairment 
that treatments can target. 

All this shows us that callousness 
and a general mean attitude might 
just be bad behaviour or it could be a 
component of something much more 
sinister and challenging.

For further exploration of the 
topic, including chilling confessions 
and an interview with Checklist-
maker, Dr Bob Hare, watch Channel 
4’s ‘Psychopath Night’ available on 
YouTube. 

Bethany Butcher
Features Lead

Are there psychopaths walking among us?Obsessive. Compulsive. Disorganised.
Olivia Ford

‘You know what, I might have OCD’, I think to myself 
as I descend from my attic room for the third time in an hour.  
It’s 1am.  I know that all of the doors are locked – I’ve done this 
twice – but I just need to check once more, just in case.  I’m 
also worried that I haven’t locked my car, but I can’t go out 
to make sure because if I do I might get stuck at the front 
door for ten more minutes.  Before going back upstairs, I stand 
by the hobs for a while to ensure none of them are leaking 
gas.  I’m so tired my eyes are stinging, but I know I can’t go 
to bed until I put my phone on charge and then stare at the 
alarms page until I’m satisfied it’s definitely been set.  I head 
back upstairs, hopefully for the last time. You’d be forgiven for 
thinking my room had been burgled – it’s that messy. That’s 
normal.  Usually, when I gaze upon my shambolic living space 
the question of whether or not I have OCD is swiftly dismissed.  
I tell myself not to be ridiculous; people with OCD have tidy 
bedrooms, right? Besides, there are some people who really 
suffer with it. ‘Don’t be disrespectful.’ 

Tonight is different. Tonight I research OCD and find 
out not only that I most likely do suffer with the disorder to 
whatever degree, but also that I had no idea what it actually 
entails.  OCD involves both obsessions – unwanted and 
unpleasant thoughts that repeatedly enter a person’s mind, 
causing distress, and compulsions – repetitive behaviours or 
mental acts that are carried out to temporarily relieve the 
distress brought on by the obsession.  When asked about OCD, 
the most prominent image that will pop into most people’s 
heads –mine included – is the person obsessively washing 
their hands, cleaning, or arranging and rearranging things 
around them.  These are the most well-known symptoms of 
the condition and although obsessions and compulsions of 
this nature are common in OCD, they are far from the only 
characteristics of the condition.  OCD can manifest in many 
different ways, including but not limited to: compulsive 
checking, fear of contamination leading to excessive cleaning, 
counting, ordering and arranging, asking for reassurance from 
others, hoarding, and intrusive thoughts which may be of a 
violent or sexual nature and often disgust the sufferer. 

After my discovery, barely a day goes by where I don’t 
discover some aspect of my life which that is affected by 
obsessive/compulsive behaviour.  I was honestly amazed by 
how many things, – big and small – that I found, because I 
think I had learnt to accommodate myself to some of these 
obsessions to such an extent that I no longer viewed them as 
an issue.  Of course I get intensely stressed when I can’t brush 
my hair or moisturise my hands when I need to, but doesn’t 
everyone?  Even with this new found acceptance, I almost 
didn’t write this article.  I still feel guilty, as though I’m faking 
and making things worse for the ‘real OCD sufferers’; I have 
to constantly remind myself that the fact that some people 
suffer with OCD to a greater extent than I, doesn’t invalidate 
my own experience.

OCD is a complex, multifaceted disorder which affects 
people’s lives in a wide variety of ways.  To me, it seems a 
huge shame that most of the media representation of OCD 
is centred on the reductive stereotype of the ‘hilarious neat 
freak’.  Think of Emma’s constant and *eccentric* tidying in 
Glee, or the nastiness with which Sheldon Cooper’s neatness 
is treated in the Big Bang Theory.  Once you start looking, it’s 
everywhere. 

It’s not that I don’t get it – obsessive/compulsive tidiness 
is by far the most media friendly aspect of the disorder.  I’m 
just sure people would be less willing to joke about being ‘so 
OCD’ if they had to actually watch their favourite characters 
washing their hands until they bleed, or if they talked about 
their fear that they will kill one of their loved ones, but 
unfortunately that’s the reality of the disorder for many people.  
Like most other mental illnesses and disorders, OCD is woefully 
misunderstood by a large proportion of the population and the 
careless manner with which it is represented in the media not 
only makes this misunderstanding worse, it could mean that 
people with OCD go without treatment and, ultimately, an 
understanding of the condition that affects them.

olivia Ford
social Media Lead
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I ’m going to make a cup of tea so I should ask Mary if she wants 
one too she says she wants one so I move into the kitchen and fill 

the bronze stove-top kettle with water which now has an ageing patina that 
I find really quite delightful which is a fact I think as I clonk the kettle on 
the stove and set the fires burning letting the spark clicker thingamijigger 
click five times by force of habit which is another fact I think before leaning 
against the side on the opposite side of the room which I find often provides a 
perfect google window in which I can bathe in the warming glow of frivolous 
information whilst waiting for the water to warm.

INT.  KITCHEN.  EVENING
Human male stands in a kitchen, looking at an iPad for the length of time it 

takes for water to boil.
Human male: ‘!’

I can hear the whistle of the kettle and I consider the energy 
expenditure required for the steam to accumulate inside the body of the 
vessel and escape into the atmosphere and make such a noise and all at 
once I am reminded of the amount of times I have been asked if that really 
is a more efficient way to boil water than an electric kettle or if I’m just a 
hipster dickhead who prefers doing things by alternative means just like my 
decision stop eating meat and all that shite which is all a fact I think that 
is complimented by the fact that I do this without vocalising the thoughts 
in my head it probably equates to a thought that doesn’t transfer to some 
language categorisation area from another language appreciation area and 
might be some sort of operational dysphagia or perhaps it’s just thoughts or 
whatever anyway Mary here’s your tea.

INT.  LIVING ROOM.  EVENING
Human male carrying two cups of tea walks into room, and hands one of 

the cups of tea to human female.
Human female: ‘Thanks’.

I move back to the kitchen and use my hands in such a way as to allow 
water to come out of the tap and fill the sink which I find often provides a 
perfect window window in which I can bathe in the warming glow of a street 
lamp and rubberneck on the bus stop outside and see if anybody is going 
to have to run for a bus today which is invariably amusing which is another 
fact I think about whilst squeeging some washing up liquid into the sink and 
throwing my hands around so that the soap might be groggled into action 
and remembering the time I had to shout from the window to tell someone 
town was that way it’s that way not that way that way is the Peak District.

INT.  KITCHEN.  EVENING.
Human male stands over kitchen sink with his hands in the water, staring 
out of the window above the sink.  Human male then removes his hands 
from the water, dries them on a nearby towel, and moves to lean on the 

opposite kitchen counter, and picks up an iPad.
Human male: ‘?’

INT. GOOGLE. EVENING.
GOOGLE: ‘Did you mean…?’ 

Matthew Betts
Editor

Flesh: A Reflection on 
Cultural Conceptions of the Body

Thomas Froh

I t is difficult to understate how much we, 
within the Western world, have struggled to 

reconcile ourselves to our own bodies. The question of 
how to relate to our senses has occupied us seemingly 
indefinitely, neatly indicated in the Gospel of Matthew 
Ch.26:41 “[…]the spirit indeed is willing, but the flesh 
is weak.” Unfortunately in our histories of philosophy 
and religion we have rarely moved beyond this attitude 
of denigration towards the flesh, of the body as a 
base object that must be controlled, subdued, and 
overcome. Today we still see the mind as the sole 
means by which we may rightfully interpret the world 
around us, the legacy of Cartesian philosophy that 
positions mind and body as absolutely distinct entities.

Of course there has been a few exceptions, 
one example being Greek Epicurean philosophy that 
emphasizes the pursuit of pleasure as the highest good. 
Epicureanism returned to prominence, if only within 
the intellectual culture of the West, during my own 
period of study in the eighteenth century. Historian 

Thomas Kavanagh has published two notable texts, 
Enlightened Pleasures and Aesthetics of the Moment, 
which position the eighteenth-century focus on the 
body as a unique instance within Western history that 
exists for a brief moment between two philosophical 
models which dismiss it, initially within organized 
religion and later in ideologies of scientific and social 
progress. Yet even within the erotic hedonism of the 
eighteenth century, the senses are still need only be 
gratified so that one might move past them to consider 
higher thoughts.

I would suggest something rather different 
from these views. Namely that the body contributes to 
the formation of every aspect of our identity, of our 
intellectual and emotional range and self-definitions 
as living, thinking beings. Our bodies shape us as 
much or more than we shape them.  Hans Gumbrecht 
attempts to combat the cultural denigration of the 
body with his 2003 text The Production of Presence, 
which “[…]seeks to work against the tendency in 
contemporary culture to abandon and even forget 
the possibility of presence-based relationships to the 
world” (XIV). For Gumbrecht “presence” is something 
that we experience through our senses, which we can 
hold in our hands. Certainly this type of view can stray 
into something like mysticism, into acknowledging 
those aspects of our psyche which conflict with pure 
logic. Yet we are not perfectly rational beings and to 
unthinkingly prioritize logical reasoning to the extent 
that we must carve out aspects of ourselves which 
don’t conform to its patterns is, I believe, monstrous.

You may be wondering why this sort of reflection 
is relevant to medicine. I would like to illustrate it with 
a question which I am in no way able to answer, but 
that might encourage some thought for you future 
men and women of medicine. If we were to give full 
credence to the ways in which our body shapes and 
informs our self, and how it mediates our experience 
of the world, what are the implications for the doctor 
who heals it?

Certainly, I appreciate that from a practical day-
to-day standpoint you are unable to consider this point. 
As you suture a wound you cannot be distracted by 
thoughts of reknit flesh as reknit identity. But perhaps 
in the space between when you must necessarily see 
the body as an organic machine that must be repaired, 
you might consider the full implication of what you 
achieve as physician. That is, if we see the body not 
as something we should aim to transcend, or simply 
maintain in a state of health, but rather precisely what 
makes each individual themselves.

thomas Froh
English phd student

Image: Da Vinci’s “Muscles of the neck and shoulders” (1515)



Manchester MedX is set to host its second 
national undergraduate conference at CityLabs, 

Manchester. We have invited researchers, doctors and 
entrepreneurs to showcase their cutting-edge scientific 
breakthroughs and forward-thinking ideas in the medical 
field. The aim, however, is to inspire YOU to come up with 
your own ideas to solve tomorrow’s global healthcare crises. 
We’re not like other conferences you might have been to. You 
will be on your feet, brainstorming, debating, presenting and 
competing throughout the day. In between, you will have the 
chance to listen to world-renowned speakers present their 
work. And we really mean world-renowned. Over the past year 
we have cultivated a speaker roster that is second to none. 
Each speaker has 20-minutes to tell you about their scientific 
breakthrough.

Our keynote speaker, Dr. Aubrey de Grey (Chief Science 
Officer, SENS Research Foundation), is a prolific gerontologist 
based in California. He will present his ‘roadmap to cure 
ageing’, a topic that will undoubtedly attract much debate. 
We are also proud to host world-leading British neuroscientist 
Professor Geoffrey Raisman FRS (Chair of Neural Regeneration, 
UCL), who will be speaking about his work on synaptic 
plasticity and spinal cord injury repair using Olfactory 
Ensheathing Cells (OECs). Over a decade of research recently 
culminated in the reversal of a man paralysed from the chest 
down. The patient can now walk again, using a frame. Also 
joining us is Professor Richard Oreffo (Bone and Joint Research 
Group Lead, Southampton General Hospital), a world expert in 
skeletal biology and skeletal stem cell differentiation. He will 
be speaking about his latest work – the first hip surgery using a 
3D-printed implant and bone stem cell grafts.  

Other speakers include founder of the Lucky Iron Fish 
project - Dr. Christopher Charles; founder of GyroGlove - Mr. 
Joon Faii Ong; founder of Touch Surgery – Dr. Jean Nehme; and 
Manchester based lecturer in Pharmaceutics – Dr Lynda Harris, 
who will be talking about the interaction between placental-
derived trophoblast cells and uterine natural killer cells.

Our signature event, MedXSolve, will engage you in 
an intensive session where you are presented with a real-
world medical challenge. You are required to brainstorm, 
solve, and pitch an innovative solution to our panel of world-

leading scientists, in 2 hours. MedXSolve will be jointly run by 
Elsevier, and will feature their latest product ClincalKey®, to 
incorporate evidence-based research in your brainstorming 
process.

The conference will also run a series of carefully 
selected workshops; run in affiliation with FoMSF Manchester, 
Manchester Global Health Society, NeuroSoc, OGSOC, Medical 
Detection Dogs and Touch Surgery, all to give students a flavour 
of problems faced worldwide and demonstrate innovative 
solutions. One of the workshop organisers, Medical Detection 
Dogs is also the official charity for MedX 2016, and all funds 
raised will be donated to their research in canine olfaction, and 
the training of dogs to detect cancer, blood sugar changes, 
Addison’s disease and narcolepsy.

We are currently accepting abstract submissions for 
Manchester MedX 2016. Posters and oral presentations will 
be judged and awarded by invited speakers. Don’t miss your 
chance to have your work appreciated by an extra-ordinary 
panel of experts. Prizes and certificates (co-signed by panel 
lead) will be awarded for best presentations.

**deadline: March 15th, 2016**

MedX 2016 is set at an unprecedented scale and our 
team looks forward to welcoming you this April. We are 
fortunate enough to work with sponsors who share our vision 
to deliver a conference that is like nothing you will have been to 
before. This is why our conference is FREE for undergraduates. 
You do not want to miss this.

Tickets are now LIVE and can be found here: 
http://medx.manmedsoc.com/medx-2016/

https://www.fb.com/events/1683906618546085/

Best,
your MedX team

MedX: A Cross Section of Medicine

Dr. de Grey delivering his inaugural TEDx talk. Image: TED

Delegates brainstorming solutions in MedXSolve 2015.
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M y name is Ross Dunne 
and I have the best job in 

medicine. I am a consultant psychiatrist 
for the over 65s working in one of the 
most diverse and disadvantaged areas 
of Britain – North West Manchester. I care 
for both inpatients and outpatients, and 
I deal with a range of illnesses including 
the “bread and butter” of psychiatry like 
depression and schizophrenia, but also 
dementia. The demands of these two 
aspects of the job are wildly different. 
This range of illness stretches my 
expertise from neurological examination 
to cross-cultural communication, from 
breaking bad news to the intricacies of 
psychopharmacology, and everything 
else in between. 

Wednesday morning means 
home visits. This morning I was invited 
into the home of an Asian lady who has 
suffered a manic episode and needed 
to be admitted to our inpatient unit 
a few months ago. She recovered well 
and went home to her family. Now, as 
is so common in bipolar disorder, she 
has become profoundly depressed. 
When I last saw her, she was in despair. 
She was rocking in her chair, wringing 
her hands and chanting Qu’uranic 
suras alternating with obscure Punjabi 
phrases under her breath. Her son 
translated some of her utterances, 
which turned out to be iterations of 
and variations on “I’m so bad – I cannot 
help it, I am no good”. I was reminded 
that whether one is from the sleepiest 
corner of Rawalpindi, or darkest Kent, 
the depths of psychic pain are often 
extraordinarily similar. 

Now, although better, she 
still feels hopelessness and distress, 
agitation and despair, not mere sadness. 
Thanks to an attentive extended family, 
this lady is still eating and drinking, and 
she is taking her prescribed medication, 
which has been having some effect 
since this episode started 4 weeks ago. 
She is less distressed, but still not rising 
from bed. Her recovery has been a slow 
road for her, for her family, and frankly, 
for me too. I have seen her every week, 
supervising increasing lithium doses 
and checking blood-levels, ferreting 
out written information in Urdu and 
weighing inpatient versus outpatient 
treatment. She does not want to come 
back to the hospital. I can understand 
this - nobody speaks her first language; 
the food is different – it is an alien 
environment even for white Britons at 
the best of times. 

Her family suggest 
electroconvulsive therapy, which has 
worked for her in the past. We talked 

about this before. She, looking hopefully 
at me, nods her agreement. We discuss 
what outpatient treatment would 
mean. She would have to come to the 
hospital twice a week, have a cannula 
placed in her arm and be given a muscle 
relaxant and a general anaesthetic. She 
would be asleep for 3-4 minutes while 
a small, measured amount of charge 
was applied to her brain. This would be 
only just enough to cause a generalised 
seizure, but because of the muscle 
relaxant, she would not thrash like in 
the films, merely twitch a little. Enough 
for us to know it was working. The EEG 
seizure would last about 30 seconds, 
and then she’d gradually wake up. When 
her vitals were all normal she could go 
home in the company of her family. She 
might need six treatments as before, 
but at the end she is 90% likely to be 
remitted – to have no symptoms at all.

My job is a privilege. My job is 
different. I have to think about the 
whole human being - I think of stroke 
risk factors, falls risk, bone protection, 
and all of the other problems that beset 
the elderly. I think about language and 
culture. I think about biology, psychology 
and the social aspects of life. 

I struggle daily against societal 
norms that pretend the elderly don’t 
exist. And, in spite of all that, I haven’t 
forgotten my medicine - I flex those 
mental muscles every day and I need 
to know the latest NICE guidance 
on hypertension as well as that on 
dementia. In the future, my job will be 
even more amazing - new drugs are 
in the pipeline for dementia; we have 
begun talking to rheumatologists – who 
do such magic routinely – about how to 
run “biologics” clinics for administering 
potentially curative anti-dementia 
antibodies; cures for dementia are 
around the corner. 

I believe it will be my privilege 
to watch dementia emerge from the 
deafening silence that surrounds it to be 
one of the great success stories of 21st 
century medicine. 

I have the best job in medicine. You 
might want to think about it as a career.  
If you do, take a look at the website of 
the Royal College of Psychiatrists, or 
drop me an email at rossdunne@nhs.
net. You could sit in on a few clinics or 
try to arrange an elective. Whatever you 
do, if you have a curious mind, I promise 
you, you won’t ever be bored.

dr ross dunne
Consultant psychiatrist

On-screen explorations of 
addiction, memory and 

personality have all made Pacemaker’s 
list of the top dramas, comedies and 
cartoons about ‘The Mind’.  If you 
haven’t had chance to catch any of 
these, maybe you should think about 
your behaviour.

Inside Out
Disney and Pixar’s consulted 

many psychologists to create one of 
its most unique films, Inside Out is set 
within the colourful brain of an eleven 
year old girl as she navigates her way 
through big life changes. We meet 
childhood imaginary friends, abstract 
thought and five personified emotions 
as they try to haphazardly navigate pre-
pubescence.

A Beautiful Mind
In this 2001 biopic, Russell Crowe 

plays Nobel Laureate in Economics John 
Nash. It depicts his early life at college, 
meeting his wife and various paranoid 
delusions and his eventual diagnosis of 
schizophrenia. Although many claim 
that the film brushed over the less 
Hollywood-friendly aspects of Nash’s 
life, it shows him and his young family 
deal with the illness and the undesirable 
side effects of anti-psychotics. 

Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind
A film that asks the question: if 

you could erase the memory of your ex, 
would you? A clinic offers a young Jim 
Carrey and Kate Winslet just that. But 
when they meet again, they’re drawn 
to each other unaware of their lengthy, 

turbulent relationship in the past. Eternal 
Sunshine blends sci-fi and rom-com, as 
the characters learn the procedure is 
not as simple or consequence-free as 
the clinic would have them believe. 

Requiem for a Dream
Here we deal with four main 

characters living in Coney Island, New 
York, dealing with different kinds of 
addiction. The substances they abuse 
initially lift them into a hazy state of 
contentment. But the ending is so 
harrowing and bleak, the take home 
message has to be: don’t do drugs, kids. 

Good Will Hunting
The late, great Robin Williams 

plays a humble psychotherapist, 
tasked with assisting Will, a 20-year-
old Boston labourer and self-taught 
mathematical genius, work through the 
traumas of his underprivileged life thus 
far. As Will is pushed academically, the 
therapy pushes him to face up to the 
abuse and mistreatment he faced in 
childhood.  One of the greatest films of 
our generation.

Memento
Another Christopher Nolan-

directed mind-bender makes our list. 
Lenny and his wife are assaulted in their 
home, leaving Lenny with anterograde 
amnesia. This supposed damage to his 
hippocampus means that he remembers 
everything prior to the incident but 
cannot form any new memories. This 
leaves him with a murderous vendetta 
to find and kill the men responsible for 
his wife’s death. He develops a strange 

system involving Polaroid cameras and 
tattoos to communicate with his recent 
self. 

The Life of Pi
On this surface, The Life of Pi is 

an awesome CGI representation of a 
boy trapped at sea in a lifeboat with 
a huge tiger, and all the mesmerising 
landscapes and creatures they meet 
along the way. However, as the story 
concludes, it becomes clear that this 
is really a story about spirituality and 
above all, resourcefulness in a crisis. 

Inception
Leo at his best, this is a story of 

corporate espionage with a twist. Set 
inside people’s dreams architects and 
mavericks try and plant an original idea 
in the head of a business man, delving 
deep into dangerous territory. The 
dreams are enchanting but Inception 
is a cautionary tale about what can go 
wrong when you lose touch with the real 
world.

Still Alice
This is a tough watch, be warned. 

Julianne Moore plays a sophisticated 
academic who is diagnosed with early-
onset Alzheimer’s disease and it follows 
her adjustment and the frustrations she 
faces. The moment where she admits ‘I 
wish I had cancer, I would prefer it’ is 
particularly poignant and the film may 
help to raise awareness of this common, 
unglamorous condition.

Bethany Butcher
Features Lead

Image (L-R): Inside Out (2015, Disney Pixar), Good Will Hunting (1997, Miramax), Inception (2010, Warner Bros)

Pacemaker’s Top ‘Mind’ Films
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H 
ellooo…

Oh, no, it’s you again. What do 
you want?

Me? Nothing much really. I’m only 
making sure you are ok.

You are a sneaky little bitch, do 
you know?

Oh, am I? But what would you do 
without me? Come on. Who has kept 
you going all this time? Who is the one 
you talk to all the time? Who is the one 
that knows everything about you? All 
your feelings, your fears, the ones you 
don’t confess to anyone else. You need 
me. You can’t live without me!

I’m not talking to her. I’m not 
listening to her. She has an unpleasant 
way to sneak in, install herself and start 
poisoning me. I don’t like it. The truth 
is, I am moving on and she needs to 
understand that, full stop! Whether she 
likes it or not, I am now a new me, a 
new person, in every way. I am learning 
to be that new person in the best way I 
possibly can and I must pat myself on 
the back, as so far I’m doing a good job!

Wow. What a brilliant speech! 
Who is it for? Yes, yes, I heard it all. You 
know you can’t hide anything from me 
and that is a fact you have to learn to 
live with. So, yes that is all very well and 
good, but let’s talk about practicalities, 
shall we? Look at you. Yes, go to the 
mirror. Take a good look at yourself. Oh 
dear. Who is that looking back at you?

That’s it. I’m under her spell, 
again. I’m looking at the mirror now. 
That is ME. The new person that you 
refuse to accept and I am very proud of!

Don’t talk rubbish! Right, let’s 
look at the mirror together.

1 – You look pretty awful
2 – You look pretty awful
3 – You look pretty awful
OMG. She is right. I do look awful. 
Of course I am! Let’s concentrate 

on the physical side of your so called 
“new me”. Look at your face. See the 
shadows underneath your eyes? Oh 
dear. It’s like you have eyes from your 
forehead till your cheeks. And look, you 
have no teeth! Dreadful! You look like 
an old woman. Oh that is certainly not 
a pretty sight! I would advise you to 
stop smiling and don’t even think about 
laughing. Yuck! What about your hair? 
It’s all white. That’s not right! You don’t 
have white hair, you have black hair!

Wow. Wow. Hang on a minute. 
What’s wrong with my hair? My hair is 

coming back gorgeous! I may need to 
refresh your memory, but my hair has 
been grey for many years, remember? 
It’s just that I used to colour it and now 
it’s too early to decide what I’ll do with 
it, but whatever I decide to do, my hair is 
certainly not a problem! And no, I have 
no teeth at the moment. Sure, nobody 
looks that beautiful without teeth, but 
that will soon be sorted out. That is not 
a real problem! And anyway, when did 
you  start having problems with people 
who have no teeth? Over the years, how 
many loving, beautiful smiles did you 
get from them? How many laughs, how 
much love have you shared with them? 
Have you ever stopped to think if they 
had or they didn’t have teeth?  So, you 
see, that is rubbish talk.

All right, all right. Fool yourself if 
you like then, but I have news for you, 
and you should consider some of them 
very seriously! So tell me, this “new you”, 
what can she do?

I beg your pardon?
Well, what can she do? Physically. 

Can she run? Can she walk fast? Can 
she do physical work? Can she carry 
your shopping? Can she give a hand 
to anybody? Hmm. I didn’t think so. 
Emotionally. Can she handle other 
people’s problems? Can she think clear 
enough to give advice? Can she actually 
be of any help to anybody? I didn’t think 
so, either. Mentally. Can you trust her? I 
heard that she forgets everything, gets 
confused and can’t handle too much 
information. Oh, and by the way, you 
realize that your beloved “new me” will 
never be able to cope with a relationship, 
don’t you? Sex? She is terrified just of the 
thought of it, nevermind to the practice! 
Forget, my dear, forget! Your days of 
being a “sexually active woman” have 
vanished! Gone! Finito! I remember very 
well, when you came up with this “new 
me” of yours and discarded me as an 
old rag. I saw you losing your hair and 
every string of hair in your body, and she 
couldn’t cope. She couldn’t cope with 
the unnatural feel of a hairless body. I 
saw her cringing just for having to touch 
any part of you. Even the back of your 
head! How wimpy is that? Wimp! Look, 
how hard is it to look into somebody’s 
eyes and say thank you? How hard? She 
can’t do it! I know very well that every 
time you want to do it, she “opens the 
tap” and sends waves of emotions down 
your throat, so you sound pathetic and 
never manage to say what you really 

want! Now. That never happened when 
it was only me and you, did it? I was the 
strong one, I lost count of how many 
times I went with you to hell and back, 
I was always in charge, I have never hid 
my head in the sand, whatever was to 
be faced, I faced it! I never let you down, 
and now, you want me out of the way. 
Am I not good enough for you anymore?

(Pull down an imaginary curtain). 
I have this special curtain that I pull 
down when she gets out of order. I can 
see her, but she can’t see me. She can 
shout whatever she likes. I can’t hear 
and she can’t access my thoughts. This 
is my space. This is my piece of heaven, 
where I can calm down and look at 
things as they really are. I need to take 
control of this situation.

Oh, we are back, are we?
Please be quiet and listen. This 

situation is going to end here and now. 
At this point, I am not even going to 
discuss what is right and what is wrong 
with what you’ve said. It needed to 
come out. That’s fine. It’s out now. But 
I will not keep feeding this kind of “poor 
me” show you have been putting on. 
You know me and I don’t do “poor me” 
stuff. This talk of “old me” and “new 
me” is absolute rubbish, doesn’t serve 
any purpose and makes life much more 
difficult than it needs to be. There is no 
“old me”. There is no “new me”. Not in 
the way you are looking at it. It was all 
a learning curve. A hard and dangerous 
learning curve, a learning process – and 
we got through, as ONE, which is what 
we are.  It is about time, that every bit of 
my being, learns: To accept- what can’t 
be changed. To understand that I am as 
important as the next person. To love 
myself as I love others. To trust life and 
other people. To go with the flow, and, to 
learn to relax.

I am in charge.
I am loved.
I am worthy.
I am happy.
I am.
      
BREAST CANCER TAUGHT ME 

THAT! As the paper I’m writing on  comes 
to an end, so is this chapter. As I bring 
down the curtain, a voice shouts from 
somewhere “what if you don’t get the all 
cleaa…” I ignore it and shut the curtain. 
Just trust!  Whatever will be, will be!

Maria Zeferino

I t was a clear, chilly Saturday 
morning with very few people 

up and ready at 8am to head into the 
city. As I took a seat on the overground 
to St Pancras, I reflected upon how I 
hadn’t attended a conference until 
now, and made a mental note to look 
into going to a few more in the future. 
Conferences are a fantastic way of 
not only discovering more about the 
specialty which takes your fancy, but 
also to meet other Medical Students 
who share a similar interest to you. In 
addition, you can also gauge the level 
of potential competition you’re up 
against and gain a better insight into 
how the rest of the country is doing. 
Being at medical school can sometimes 
render us confined to a bubble, where 
we only have our peers to interact and 
compare ourselves with in a sort of 
micro-environment. Popping one’s head 
out of the wet realms of Manchester and 
attending a national conference can 
actually bring a much needed breath of 
fresh air and perspective.

The venue for the careers day 
was a magnificent pillared building 
belonging to the prestigious Royal 
College of Surgeons, tucked away in 
the largest public square in London 
known as Lincoln’s Inn Fields. Normally 
a hub of activity, the hustle and bustle 
of quotidian London life was strangely 
absent when I arrived at Holborn 
station, replaced instead by the rustle 
of flyers from the night before, and the 
occasional rumble of a passing red bus. 
As I made my way up the steps to the 
RCS building, I had a strong sense of 
just how much history was behind this 
society; one day I, along with many of 
you, may have a chance to be part of 
such an awe-inspiring establishment 
created by the eminent forefathers of 
surgery. 

The day itself commenced with 
career-oriented lectures in the morning, 
followed by a quick break during 
which one could indulge in the various 
workshops, grab some freebies, or 
peruse the many posters which had been 
submitted to the conference.  Key note 
speakers including Sir Professor Graham 
Teasdale (inventor of the Glasgow Coma 
Scale and eminent neurosurgeon), 
then disclosed their knowledge and 
wisdom after which lunch was served. 
The day was subsequently brought to 
a close by a few more talks, including 
‘Publish or Perish: The British Journal 

of Neurosurgery’ by Professor Paul 
Edridge the chief editor of the journal, 
which highlighted the key ways to have 
a paper published in the BJN. Finally, 
Mr Paul May, consultant neurosurgeon 
and President Elect of the Society of 
British Neurological Surgeons concluded 
the day with a speech culminating in 
an inspirational quote: “you are the 
future of British neurosurgery”. This 
last sentence was humbling and truly 
encapsulated the reason behind why we 
strive to pursue a career in medicine, as 
well as contextualising the daily grind 
that goes with it. 

Overall, the conference was a well 
put together affair, not only conveying 
the reasons why medicine is such a highly 
regarded vocation, but also hammering 
home the importance of the ground 
work one must put in whilst there is still 
more time available at medical school. 
Whether it be neurology, neurosurgery or 
any other specialty you’re looking to go 
into, below are some of my personal take 
home messages from this conference:

1.  Work hard for finals to achieve 
a good placing in the deciles for final 
rankings. This will provide you with 
as many points as possible, thereby 
boosting your chances of obtaining 
a place at the best hospitals or on an 
academic programme. This is especially 
important if you’re keen on a competitive 
specialty like neurology or neurosurgery, 
which are only available at a select few 
hospitals in the UK.

2.  Be published. Work on gaining 
as many publications as you can 
manage; if publications aren’t your 
thing, simply present a poster on a 
project you’ve done at as many places 
as you can. Don’t be discouraged if 
you aren’t accepted straight away, 
keep submitting abstracts to different 
conferences, and perhaps consider 
even going international if it’s feasible. 
However, you must ensure you document 
all this heavily as it’ll come in useful 
when writing your CV (you’ll thank me 
later).

3. Intercalate if you can. This has 
always been a bit of a mystery for many 
people including myself, however if you 
want to look good on paper to future 
employers then it’s very useful to have 
some extra letters next to the ‘MBChB’ 
you’ll graduate with. I admit, it’s not for 
everyone and this is just my own opinion, 
but they heavily recommended it at the 
conference and it’s an actual criterion in 

the application process for neurology/
neurosurgery jobs. 

4. Become involved in extra-
curricular activities which you can 
justify to future employers. The ideal 
scenario would be to involve yourself in 
charitable work, be part of a student led 
society, and generally immerse yourself 
in projects which highlight key skills 
such as using initiative and being able 
to lead as well as work within a team. 
This all sounds clichéd but you wouldn’t 
believe how pertinent it is. 

In brief, put the extra work in now 
and it will go a long way. Medical school 
is a long slog and can really beat you 
down, sometimes almost to breaking 
point. Eventually we find our feet, 
pick up our loads, and recommence 
the trudge to the finish line. However, 
the journey can be broken up by small 
glimpses of perspective – this could be 
the occasional flash of clinical brilliance 
from an inspirational doctor, or that 
excellent teacher who makes everything 
as clear as day. Attending a conference 
can often serve to reignite that dimming 
flame of motivation which burned 
bright with naïve altruism in us all when 
we initially embarked upon this journey. 
Using the time and the safe, supported 
environment at medical school wisely 
will help shape your journey for the 
better. To reiterate Mr May’s point: you 
are the future of British medicine.

Vasudev Zaver
Medical student
uoM Clinical Neurology society

Delegate Review: The 2016 SBNS NANSIG 
 Neurology and Neurosurgery Careers Day

Image: John Murray, PNJphotography
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D r Adam Fitzpatrick, consultant cardiologist, 
electrophysiologist, and leading authority on 

blackouts, spoke to the Manchester Cardiovascular Society for 
an exclusive interview where he talked about his ‘blackouts’ 
clinic set up in 2007 and the challenges in his line of work.

why did you specialise in cardiology?
It was quite a difficult choice. Cardiology was the right 

combination of research and intellectual challenge, with 
big content for procedural activities. There are cardiologists 
involved in stenting for patients with angina, others look at 
congenital disease of the heart, and my particular area of 
interest has been heart rhythm disorders. 

what is your typical working week like?
It is a mixture of clinics. About two thirds of patients 

are follow-ups, the remaining are new patients with 
arrhythmias considered for ablation. I also have two days in 
the catheterisation laboratory. The usual procedure is ablation, 
which involves getting access to the heart and assessing its 
rhythm and the abnormal tissue; this takes about 2-3 hours. 
In some cases, we can actually cure the patient and they can 
leave the next day. Other patients coming in may need a 
pacemaker or a defibrillator. We also insert a cardiac monitor 
(implantable loop recorder) under the skin in quite a lot of 
patients each week. 

how does this monitor work?
It continuously monitors [a patient’s] heart rhythm 

for about three years and can report the last ten minutes of 
activity when the device has been activated, say when the 
patient has fainted. We access this data during the episode 
and follow-up on our patients. There are about 400-500 
patients monitored with this device. 

you and your team set up the first ‘blackouts’ clinic in 
2007. how is it going?

Every week, we see about 16 new patients in our triage 
clinic and 13 follow-up patients. It is a large number of patients; 
this is a problem in the community. Many patients coming into 
casualty have a blackout. The faint is quite often jerky, which 
looks like a fit and is mistaken for epilepsy. It is a misdiagnosis 
and there are about 120,000 such cases across the UK.

what are the consequences of such a misdiagnosis?
Imagine having a sibling or child diagnosed with 

epilepsy. This can have a big impact on the family and on the 
individual themselves. Schools are anxious about students 
with epilepsy. Employers are less likely to employ you if you are 
applying for a specific job, say a driving job. Meanwhile, you 
take the wrong treatment for the wrong diagnosis. It is a big 
problem if you do have epilepsy but even a bigger problem if 
you don’t have it.

how is this misdiagnosis avoided in clinic?
Through triage, we look at the clinical history and make 

sure that we find the ones that sound suspiciously like epilepsy 
and send them to a neurologist. The others, we investigate in 
the clinic. Many get the implantable loop recorder, which helps 
us monitor their heart activity. This is useful, for example, if an 
abnormal heart rhythm has been detected and is the cause of 

the blackout – not epilepsy. The average age for the blackout 
patients we see is 40 but can range from 16 to 95.

Is the ‘blackouts clinic’ used elsewhere?
We have given the opportunity for other clinics to use 

this triage system including Middlesbrough. Specialist nurses in 
clinic use an assessment tool we devised and answer questions 
relevant to blackouts. At the end, it will automatically generate 
a list of conclusions, investigations and risk assessments. The 
clinics can then save and encrypt their data onto our servers. 

You can access the demo site at: 
http://manchesterheartcentre.org/blackouts/blackouts.php

what challenges do you face in your field?
Like every specialty, people get used to thinking inside 

the box but we have to remind ourselves that there is a whole 
wide range of possibilities outside the box concerning the 
patient’s symptoms. We should not give our own duties too 
much importance compared to other people’s and should 
mutually respect our needs. In fact, the more specialised 
we get, the more natural it is to think that our area is more 
important but the reality is totally different; when you put 
your head up and look around, you realise that you are only 
one tiny part of the whole picture. 

what advice would you give medical students?
I think there is no alternative to getting into a 

programme and completing it. You should find something that 
you want to do, something that engages you and excites you. 
Do not let it go. Stick to it and ultimately if you are determined 
enough you will succeed. 

your quote to end?
You only get out of life what you put into it.

*****

The Manchester Cardiovascular society, well 
established amongst the student community, organises events 
and caters for students with an interest in cardiovascular 
medicine. Previous talks include: ‘Maternal and Paediatric 
Cardiology’, ‘Treatment of Aortic Aneurysms’ and ‘Rhythm of 
Life’, delivered by Dr Fitzpatrick himself.

Cardiology is no stranger to students given that it plays 
a substantial part in Years 1 and 3. With the positive feedback 
received from third years for our ‘HLB OSCE Revision Day’, 
we have decided to line up a new series of revision events for 
students across all years including Years 1 and 5.

In parallel, our usual series of lecture events to further 
your interest in cardiology will be running all along the year. 
Find us on Facebook and Twitter (@UOMCVS) for further 
details, which will be revealed soon.

Cedric ho tiu
Medical student
Manchester Cardiovascular society

The full version of this interview is available on 
pacemakermagazine.com

“It is a big problem if you do have epilepsy but even 
a bigger problem if you don’t have it.”

M indfulness has rapidly become a global 
phenomenon. Research suggests that 

it can improve focus and self-control, reduce stress, 
make you happier, boost your learning ability and 
make you less irritable. A recent meta-analysis of 
209 studies concluded that mindfulness-based 
interventions for depression and anxiety showed 
“large and clinically significant effects.” What is 
this thing that we call mindfulness and is it the 
panacea that it’s currently reported to be? 

Mindfulness is an orientation to life that we 
practise through meditation. It’s defined as the 
moment-to-moment, non-judgemental awareness 
of thoughts, feelings and the surrounding 
environment which are best cultivated through the 
practice of meditation. The goals of mindfulness 
meditation are to increase awareness of mental 
processes and attentive listening skills, improve 
the ability to recognise bias and judgements and 
to thereby act with principles and compassion. If 
this sounds complicated, it should be reassuring 
to know that even spending your meditation time 
being distracted still counts. The goal is not to stop 
thoughts, but to observe them. That’s where the 
non-judgemental part comes in.

In 2015, we ran a five-week mindfulness 
course for students in Years 1 and 2 of the MB ChB 
at UoM as part of a research study. The sessions 
were delivered by Mary Walsh from the Counselling 
service, an experienced mindfulness teacher, 
and took place in the CSLC. Each session lasted 
one hour, with time at the beginning for tea and 
biscuits. In order to measure whether mindfulness 
meditation has an effect on wellbeing, we asked 
everyone to complete a questionnaire before the 
course began and again after the five-week course 
had ended. The questionnaires measured ‘burn out’ 
(the impact of continuously high levels of stress), 
positive mental wellbeing (or happiness) and self-
confidence. 

22 participants completed both 
questionnaires and on average attended three 
of the five sessions. We found that mindfulness 

Mindfulness meditation in medical 
practice: a fad or a helpful resource?
“we’re constantly living unanchored in time; the past and the 

future are creations of the brain.” 
– David Eagleman

training produced clinically significantly changes 
in self-confidence and well-being and reduced 
levels of burnout. The biggest effect we saw was 
on burnout which prior to the mindfulness training 
was present in 50% of our student sample and 
was reduced to 4% after completing mindfulness 
training. 

To understand the experience of taking part 
in a mindfulness course as a medical student, we 
ran two focus groups with 7 students. Participants 
spoke about the overwhelming amount of pressure 
they experienced to keep up with the demands of 
the course and how difficult it was to discuss this 
with those around them (‘If I let myself slip up 
for one minute then I fall down, I forget things’). 
Following the mindfulness course, participants 
reported having a greater awareness of their 
thoughts and the impact these thoughts have on 
their behaviour and feelings (‘what you think is 
not actually what it is’), a sense of feeling OK (‘It’s 
blown the cobwebs off my brain’) and an explicit 
acceptance that things are sometimes stressful 
(‘we could kinda come together and admit these 
things’).

Is mindfulness a panacea? Our results 
suggest that it has potential. We were able to 
conclude that mindfulness appeared to be a 
helpful resource for those who took part. However, 
as with all research studies there were limitations; 
this was a small sample and it was made up of a 
self-selecting group. We think that mindfulness is 
worthy of further research and are doing just that; 
the next six-week mindfulness course started on 
4th February at 5.15pm in the CSLC for students 
in years 1 and 2. Please do come along if you are 
interested.

For more information about mindfulness 
you can email us at: mindfulmedics@manchester.
ac.uk or can follow us on Twitter @mindfulmedics

sarah shephard and Claire Mimnagh
CsLC
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V iolence is the third leading cause of 
death in young people, which can have 

devastating and far-reaching effects on the lives of 
individuals and families, and can tear apart whole 
communities.

There are over 7.4 million young people in 
the UK, forming 12% of the overall population. 
Government crime statistics tell us that from 
2013-2014 there were over 90,000 proven offences 
committed by young people that resulted in criminal 
conviction or caution. The majority of these offences 
(22%) were due to violence against another person. 
Although this figure seems shocking, this is in fact 
a 28% decrease from 2011/12. Furthermore, the 
number of young people who are being referred to 
Youth Offending Teams has decreased 25% during 
2012/13 from the previous year and the number of 
young people arrested has fallen by approximately 
25% since 2011. 

However, as those of you who have worked in 
a busy A&E may know, these statistics are at odds 
with what we see coming through the door in our 
emergency departments. Despite a fall in overall 
crime in England over recent years, gang and 
youth violence continues to represent a significant 
problem in many of the cities and communities 
across England. In Salford alone, there have been 
21 shootings in the past 18 months. From May 2014 
to April 2015 there were 133,896 attendances to A&E 
due to assault, 71% of which were male, resulting 
in 28,992 emergency hospital admissions. 47% of 
these hospital admissions were among 15-29 year 
olds and 1 in 8 of the attacks presenting to A&E 
involved the use of a knife, or another sharp object. 
This mismatch between the crime and health 
statistics shows that many incidents of violence 
are not reported to the criminal justice system. 
However, since violence that results in injury often 
requires medical treatment, health services play a 
major role in identifying the extent of violence and 
recognising at risk groups.

The wider socio-economic effects of violence 
are remarkable and have the potential to cause 
sustained, long-term damage. From a health 
perspective, the peak age for emergency admission 
to hospital due to violence is 18 and estimated 
to cost the NHS £2.9 billion every year, which is 
greater than the amount used to treat smoking-
related diseases or substance misuse. 

Gang-associated young people are 
exposed to a higher range of traumatic and 
abusive environments than other young people. 
Such experiences can have a serious impact 
on mental health, with strong evidence linking 
early experiences of violence and abuse to Post 
Traumatic Stress Disorder, conduct disorder, 
antisocial personality disorder, anxiety disorders 
and psychosis. 

As well as impacting on mental well-being 

and quality of life, violence prevents people using 
outside spaces and public transport and inhibits 
community cohesion. Violence increases individuals’ 
risks of a broad range of health damaging 
behaviours, with higher rates of substance abuse, 
obesity and illnesses such as heart disease in later 
life.  In addition, it can reduce their life prospects 
in terms of education, employment and social and 
emotional wellbeing. All things considered, the 
total cost of violence to society is estimated at 
£29.9 billion per year. 

Violence is contagious. Exposure to it, 
especially as a child, makes individuals more likely 
to be involved in violence in later life. As would occur 
with a viral/bacterial epidemic violence needs to be 
treated as a public health issue. 

Traditionally considered an issue for law 
enforcement agencies alone, youth and gang 
violence now need to be considered a priority for 
public health and the NHS too. By adopting a public 
health approach and working collaboratively with 
local authorities, criminal and social justice sectors, 
violence can be prevented. A range of different 
interventions throughout the life course can reduce 
individuals’ propensity for violence, lower the 
chances of those involved in violence being involved 
again and ensure that those affected by violence 
get the support they require.  

One charity devoted to eradicating youth 
violence is StreetDoctors. StreetDoctors is a 
national charity of medical students who teach 
life-saving first aid to high risk young people in 
a variety of community settings including Youth 
Offending Teams, prisons and community centres. 
They aim to equip young people with practical 
skills, such as what to do when someone is bleeding 
or unconscious, to save lives. They use first aid as a 
tool to educate and empower these young people, 
giving them confidence and a sense of responsibility 
for their actions, helping to change their attitude 
towards violence.

It is important to remember that for every 
young person killed through youth violence there 
are family and friends who grieve and mourn; their 
lives will never ever be the same.  This, ultimately, 
is something that cannot be represented in the 
health or crime statistics. In 2013, the government 
published a Gang and Youth Violence annual report 
which highlighted 33 priority areas across the 
country. StreetDoctors already works in many of 
these areas and will continue to target high-risk 
areas so more young people can live a life free from 
violence.

Emma ridings

Social Media and Self-esteem
Joe Fleming

M  y Facebook news feed is 
a succession of splendid 

successes. Over the last couple of 
days, one of my friends has gleefully 
announced her engagement; another 
received over 200 “likes” after uploading 
a photo in which he jubilantly held his 
completed PhD thesis aloft; and several 
people have been delighted to declare 
that they have won places on prestigious 
graduate schemes or been promoted at 
work. This morning, someone posted the 
following triumphant status update: “I 
have mastered soufflés!” 

I’m pleased that my friends 
are doing really well. They’re kind and 
talented people. They deserve loving 
relationships and wonderful careers. 
However, upon reading about their 
outstanding achievements, it’s difficult 
not to feel pangs of envy and a crushing 
sense of inferiority. “Why am I still a 
novice at making soufflés?”, I lament. 

My feelings of failure have been 
exacerbated by the fact that I tend to 
check Facebook during moments of 
boredom and inactivity. I read about 
other people’s exciting lives at times 
when my existence is particularly 
lacklustre. Yesterday, I looked at a 
friend’s glamorous holiday photos 
in Paris, the city of fine dining and 
giddy romance, while I was cutting my 
fingernails in dreary Preston, the city 
with the first Kentucky Fried Chicken in 
the UK and the second largest civilian 
cemetery in Europe. 

While I’m scrolling down my news 
feed, I often think that everyone else has 
found the secret to happiness whereas 
I’m just muddling through each day 
and feeling that my youth is passing 
me by uneventfully. I do accomplish 
fairly impressive things occasionally, but 
I never seem to match the remarkable 
achievements of my friends. 

For example, someone I know 
was invited to a swanky black tie event 
recently and had a lengthy conversation 
with Arnold Schwarzenegger, one of 
the world’s most famous celebrities! In 
contrast, my biggest claim to fame is 
that I’ve had a brief but pleasant chat 
with the younger brother of Darius 
Danesh – the guy who came third in ‘Pop 
Idol’ in 2002. Hold the front page, editor 
of ‘The Daily Star’, I’m single and ready 
to mingle with siblings of long-forgotten 
reality TV contestants. Unfortunately, I 

can’t tell you about all the juicy gossip 
that he dilvulge because there was none 
whatsoever.   

 Frequent usage of social media 
sites is demoralising and saps away 
self-esteem. Comparing ourselves with 
others constantly is not healthy. It can 
lead to mental health problems, such 
as anxiety and depression. We must 
remember that Facebook’s news feed is 
a highlight reel. It’s like the one-minute 
trailer that’s released to promote a two-
hour James Bond film – it only shows the 
most spectacular bits of footage (the 
loudest explosion, the most thrilling few 
seconds of the car chase, the wittiest 
one-liner, etc.) Any clunky dialogue, 
confusing plot point, or underwhelming 
joke is omitted. 

Similarly, social media profiles are 
not an accurate representation of our 
lives or our friends’ lives. We carefully 
craft our profiles to present ourselves in 
the most attractive light. We cunningly 
add an array of filters to our photos to 
conceal our physical flaws. We don’t 
post status updates about mundane 
or disappointing events. We don’t talk 
about the horrible arguments that we’ve 
had with our boyfriends or girlfriends. 
We don’t mention that we made 20 
unsuccessful applications before we 
received our first graduate job offer. We 
don’t discuss the tears that were shed 
at 4am while finishing an essay or PhD 
chapter. And most of all, we definitely 
don’t confess that it’s taken years and 
years of practice to master the soufflé. 

Rather than refreshing social 
media sites dozens of times each day 
and feeling inadequate in comparison 
to our friends, we should aim to spend 
far less time online in order to focus 
on self-improvement and confidence-
building activities. 

We’ll never make progress 
towards our goals if our eyes are always 
glued to a screen. If we minimise our 
usage of social media sites and engage 
with the real world instead, we’re much 
more likely to accomplish amazing 
things that we’d be proud to post about 
on Facebook. We should view logging off 
for a while as the small price we have to 
pay to rake in hundreds of “likes” in the 
future.

Joe Fleming
history graduate, st andrews

Image: magicatwork, Flickr
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T  he words spoken slowly by my friend, in a 
German hotel. Spoken as if explaining a 

simple concept to an imbecile.
I clock that they’re saying it slowly because 

they’ve said it several times already.
That makes me the imbecile.
They’re saying it to me.
I don’t believe I have a seizure but I don’t know 

what’s going on either so I enjoy the game of piecing 
it all together.

It’s distinct from waking up after fainting or 
sleep. Here, you’ve already been awake a while but 
have no memory (NB: telling me repeatedly that I had 
a seizure was very useful in getting my bearings). The 
last thing I knew for certain, I was writing a work email 
in bed at 11am on a Saturday.

I start remembering things after the seizure the 
same time they slowly start making sense.

I’m over the loo and I half recall getting here. 
Maybe I remember from the day before or a having 
visited earlier that morning? I can’t tell and when I look 
back, I still won’t know what which order the memory 
forms.

I’m saying I feel sick – and that is a feeling I am 
certain of.

I turn to my right, finding a paramedic looking 
like a Lego man, as do all emergency services worth 
their salt in Central Europe.

A couple of minutes of coming round and 
they decide I’m heading out of the hotel and into the 
ambulance.

I say bye to the reception staff with a wry smile, 
as I’m pulled backwards in a wheelchair.

When the frankly pathetic two tone Germanic 
siren starts up, I joke that I can’t enjoy the blue lights 
and darting through traffic.

Hospital
Once in hospital, a blonde neurologist is looking 

at me with a very concerned expression. She’s checking 
my eyes, responsiveness and my reflexes.

Surely this is all an overreaction? I still don’t 
believe that I had a 5 minute long single general tonic 
clonic seizure and that my lips had turned blue during 
that time.

I had always expected to hate my first time in 
hospital. I had always seen patients as lumps of flesh, 
something detached from their usual free will and 
consciousness. Being the same guy I usually am but 
in hospital with all this stuff happening shattered that 
preconception.

I’m amazed how positive I am about it all. I have 
a feeling of gratitude about life, my friends, how much 
worse this could have been and I am enjoying the novel 
experience in the hospital.

An indeterminate but probably short amount of 
time passes and they want to get me scanned because 
they think I might have damaged my back and they 
want to scan my brain too. Still more overreaction, 
I’m thinking – until they move me and my back is as 
sensitive as if you’ve literally been smacked with a 

sledgehammer between the shoulderblades and now 
someone is prodding it.

A while later and they confirm I’ve got 
compression fractures, T-4 to T-8. They say my own 
muscles did it. I still don’t believe them but ask for 
more morphine because regardless of whether they 
are lying or not, it does hurt.

Meanwhile in A&E, my friends are keeping me 
company and although the morphine isn’t making me 
hallucinate (that takes 3 days apparently), I am finding 
it difficult to concentrate on forced conversation over 
the substantial pain that still exists.

My parents are way more concerned than I am 
about the whole situation.

I ring my boss to say I’ve broken my back but I’ll 
be on the intercontinental work trip next weekend. He 
says to ring again in a few days and see how I feel. 

I walk again later that evening. I’m not supposed 
to have done so but I had to prove to myself that I 
could. I’m still pretty upbeat and if anything, slightly 
smug about being so.

They’re still checking for tumours.
The next few days…
Throughout, I still don’t believe I have any 

tumours but it takes a couple of days, a spinal tap and 
more scans for this assertion to – thankfully – be proved 
correct.

A couple of EEG tests and they reckon there are 
signs of epilepsy. Not enough to be diagnosed in the 
UK and besides, my brain is still recovering so it’s a 
highly subjective assessment.

Fracture ward. Only two people per room, as 
throughout my stay. Friendly German patient gets 
some English practice. Friendly nurse does too. Friendly 
German doctors are more fluent than most people in 
London. They get that I’m smart and interested in the 
science. I’m googling stuff when they’re not there and 
sharing experiences with a friend who is in hospital in 
the UK with actual paralysis.

Physio teaches me some exercises that would 
have seemed patronisingly easy two days ago. She 
shows me to get out of bed with a pivoting manoeuvre 
I still use (imagine you’re in a lying in a ‘chair’ position 
with your calves over the side of the bed. Swing the 
calves down and now you’re upright without undue 
stress).

Stroke ward. The patient next to me seems OK 
every time I look. Friends visiting say she is worse every 
time they head round. They doubt she’ll make it.

Day 4, I’m discharged.
Day 5, 4km walk. Longest walk I’ll do for a while.
The following 60 days, cobblestones are the 

enemy.
I make it back to the UK by train on day 10. There 

was no intercontinental work trip.
The aftermath
I spend a few days around my parents. It’s great 

to be home, the food is awesome but I’m not doing 
much, I’m getting bored and I decide I can go back to 
work.
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Turns out that working is harder on yourself 
than watching TV and browsing the net. Everyone at 
work is amazed to see me there. I adapt a standing 
desk and get the piss taken out of me.

Afterwards, I establish that working within 
3 weeks of fracturing your back and with a tonne of 
neurological drugs isn’t a great idea. I’m easily ratty, 
I tire quickly and I am not able to concentrate much. 
But I’m stubborn and will keep working half days.

Walking hurts a lot. I’m incredibly slow. People 
on the tube think I look fine and don’t like it when I ask 
for a seat. If I say I fractured my back, they get surly 
and ask why I’m walking.

While the bones heal quickly, the back muscles 
are messed up for over 6 months. The half marathon 
I have fundraised for isn’t going to be possible, even 
at the 6 month mark. Coincidentally, I asked friends 
to support SCI, rather than an epilepsy charity, being 
the good utilitarian that I am. I can support epilepsy 
charities myself.

I find the anxiety is the most pernicious effect. 
It’s pretty general, not seizure or health worries but 
pervasive and often quite directionless. I’m uncertain 
about my job, relationships, where I’m living. After 
changing jobs without improvement, I eventually get 
it sorted months later by speaking with a professional 
about CBT. 

I don’t have a problem telling anyone that I 
had a seizure. My original workplace was phenomenal 
throughout, even when I decided to move to a new 
firm. The hardest was explaining that I wasn’t acting 

myself at times from Keppra or anxiety (I don’t know 
which way causality flows here). Usually I would catch 
myself and check my behaviour but that implies there 
is some stuff that slipped through.

My neurologist and I genuinely have no idea 
why the seizure happened, even after running most of 
the tests again in England. Everything, including an 
hour long MRI look fine. I am glad I have had no other 
seizures.

I feel like I have more deja-vu and I pay more 
attention to the odd twitch or spasm but I know 
it’s different from a seizure because I am actually 
experiencing it consciously. It serves as a good reminder 
if I have forgotten to take my meds.

Throughout this time, I had maintained I was all 
right but it is still a massive relief when, 6 months after 
the seizure, my neurologist tells me that I’m completely 
fine and it won’t affect me from being a success, 
taking on new challenges in any way. My neurosurgeon 
has already said my back’s in good shape and doesn’t 
need any surgery.

I’m heading back to the office when it strikes 
me that my consultants probably doesn’t get to share 
such good news very often. That immense gratitude 
comes back and I take some time to sit, contemplative 
but happy, absorbing the sun for a while in nearest 
park.

ted truscott
Commercial analyst, Justgiving
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Encapsulated within the protective 
cranium, there lies the powerhouse of 

the body - the human brain. Once thought of as 
the cooling system for blood by early philosophers, 
it was disputed whether the soul lied within the 
heart instead. But, it was Galen, a Roman physician 
that alluded to the importance of the brain via its 
nervous network, leading to the Renaissance when 
Descartes highlighted its role in higher cognitive 
functions, motor planning and behaviour. However, 
the manner in which the brain has complete power 
over our body is still not fully understood today, in a 
field that is constantly evolving. Within its intricate 
design and 6 cellular layers, there is an extraordinary 
asymmetry that allows the different hemispheres 
to function properly and interdependently. It is even 
used by clinicians as a useful marker where damage 
to the criss-cross wiring in the brain manifests as a 
problem on the opposite side of the body. It doesn’t 
stop there; as the brain is also described as ‘plastic’ 
with its uncanny ability to remain changeable even 
into adulthood and a different location can be 
assigned functions after injury. 

The brain has a degree of mechanisms in 
place to protect itself and important functions 
that have implications beyond physical operation. 
Nevertheless, this does not reflect the differences 
seen amongst people, in their thinking and 
personalities. The lateralisation of brain functions 
explains how some cognitive processes tend to be 
more dominant in one hemisphere than the other. 
Language regions such as Wernicke’s and Broca’s 
areas have been identified and tend to be located 
in the left hemisphere. 

Communicating through the corpus 
callosum but separated by the longitudinal fissure, 
the two brain hemispheres are said to be dominant 
over one another. Left-brained people are thought 
to be more logical, analytical, and objective, 
compared with the more intuitive, thoughtful, 
and subjective right-brained person. The Nobel 
Prize-winning theory behind this idea originated 
from Roger W. Sperry in his study of epilepsy and 
effects of cutting the corpus callosum in so-called 
split-brain patients on language. However, the left 
brain versus right brain theory still remains mostly 
mythical as one hemisphere is not exclusively 
associated with specific tasks. So, an artist does 
not exclusively need to be ‘right-brained’ to have a 
greater capacity with their creativity.

Interestingly, it has been shown that 
artists have more grey matter in parts of their 
brains; especially in areas relating to fine motor 
movements and visual imagery. 

As with everything else in biology, there is 
interplay between nature and nurture as training 
and environmental upbringing also play crucial roles. 

Procedural memory is proven to be fundamental 
also, when considering how to draw and coordinate 
brush strokes, and so on. The precuneus in the 
parietal lobe is particularly crucial for artists 
as it is involved in creativity, visual imagery and 
manipulation of deconstructed images in the mind, 
and visuospatial operations. The cerebellum - the 
‘mini-brain’ - is also significantly more complex 
due to its part in fine motor control; it is seen to 
have a key role in communicating these details 
throughout the interconnected regions of the brain 
with greater association abilities. An adapting 
brain in artists in relation to growth of skill is an 
area of interest in research still being explored.

Creativity has also been linked to mental 
health. There is an unchallenged correlation seen 
between creative occupations (such as dancers, 
photographers and authors) and people living with 
mental illness, including some famous individuals 
like Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Robert Schumann 
and even Sir Isaac Newton. As these occupations 
are being treated more often for mental illness 
than the general population, research in Sweden 
has even found a bizarre but salient link between 
writing and schizophrenia. 

But, is such mental illness the exclusive 
basis for their new ideas of the world? Perhaps, it 
might allow them to be persistent in the light of 
scepticism and mean that they are autodidacts 
when standard ways of learning and teaching 
are not always helpful. Perhaps, not. Whatever 
the case may be, the delightful risk takers who 
associate their gifts with strong feelings of joy and 
excitement are not very different from others - the 
brain uses the same neurotransmitters to influence 
creative drive and cause psychotic symptoms. 

It is true that when people see things others 
cannot, we call them creative geniuses. But, is being 
mentally ill the only other alternative or could the 
two dimensions coincide? Expressions of originality 
and meaningfulness in daily life certainly do not 
require suffering. Art is the product of innovative 
creation that can come in any media form, tangible 
or not. The mind is the principal tool needed to 
accomplish such feats. The creative journey they 
are set on can be down to life experiences, different 
genetic factors and other influences. Using our 
interpretations of the world, art can exist within 
anything. It just takes another to recognise its 
beauty.

asma Jebril
arts Lead

Lukas Zeickner

‘Mind Blown’ - Lukas ZeicknerAsma Jebril
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Asma Jebril

 
Autumn blows a kiss

at blushing leaves, they giggle.
I wish I could count how many times I’v seen nature

flirt.
He taught me how to ghost my lips across their soft hands,

how to whisper with my tongue against their ears
how to eat the strawberries

from their cheeks.

AuTuMN
Lukas Zeickner

O f all of the pearls of wisdom I’ve been bestowed 
with over the years, the one that rings the truest 

in my experience is that ’hindsight is 20/20’. Whether you’re 
looking back on a lifetime of mistakes or sitting pretty with 
a pile of honours points and publications in the bag, there’s 
bound to be something that you’d love to say to your younger 
self given the chance. With this in mind, we asked the 
Pacemaker Team and our readers some of the things they wish 
they’d been told a few years ago: 

“Take this from someone who once burst into tears in 
front of their PBL tutor; if you need help, ask for it.”

“Let yourself be unironically enthusiastic about the 
things that you enjoy (both inside of medicine and out). Being 
cynical about everything gets really boring after a while.”

“You underestimate the amount of time you have in 
Phase 1. No matter how much work you do and even if you go 
to all the lectures there’s still plenty of time. Make the most of 
that time. Go out, see your friends, don’t do all-nighters in the 
learning commons, run a marathon, basically do everything 
you’ve wanted to do. There is simply no time once you get to 
clinical years. 9-5 most days, but you don’t actually get home 
until 6-7 on work days, and then there’s PBL to do, learn the 
stuff you’ve seen on the wards, practise OSCEs and of course, 
actually have a life!”

“Attend loads of varied optional lectures and events in 
Phase 1. They will keep you interested in medicine and give you 
some idea of where you might want to end up.” 

“Living away from home with new people is as big a 
challenge as any uni work so take time to get to know your 
flatmates and try to wash your dishes!”

“Don’t be afraid to email members of staff if you need 
help or guidance.”

“Never feel like you’re ‘too inexperienced’, even if you’re 
first year, to put yourself forward for applying for a role in a 
society.”

“Don’t worry about all the roadblocks you keep 
encountering. Read the signs carefully. It says keep on driving.”

“You will lose some friends and that’s okay, because the 
right ones stick around.”

So, what do you wish you’d known before starting 
medical school? Will this advice be useful to you as you 
advance?

olivia Ford
social Media Lead
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One of my biggest flaws is that I’m a serial hobby-
abandoner.  I’m constantly taking up new things and 

never sticking with them long enough to get good at them, so I end 
up giving up because I’m a typical impatient type A medic, and I hate 
being bad at things.  

One hobby I’ve tried multiple times is meditation.  I’ve always 
been an anxious person and I’ve always thought that meditation 
would be great for me - learning to zone out and not think for a while 
seemed like the perfect way to calm my busy mind.  Only, of course, 
trying not to think is the best way to ensure you do nothing but think, 
so time after time I’ve abandoned it, never sticking at it long enough 
to gain any real benefit.

One of the few hobbies that has stuck for me, however, is 
drawing, and as someone who loves to travel alone, I especially love 
drawing cities.  One of my favourite things to do is wander around 
for a while, pick a nice spot and sit and draw the view for a couple of 
hours.  I’d never really considered this a form of meditation until this 
summer when I sat in a park in Brooklyn and drew the Manhattan 
skyline from across the river.  As you can imagine the buildings are so 
intricate and complicated that it took me a few hours, and I realised 
when I sat back to look at the finished product that I hadn’t had a 
single thought in those three hours.  I’d been so engrossed that my 
mind was completely blank, and it occurred to me that perhaps I’d 
found my own way of meditating.  

I immediately realised - duh, why else are mindful colouring 
books so ridiculously popular at the moment?  They provide a 
way for people who are restless and struggle with the concept of 
traditional meditation to still feel the effect of switching their brain 
off for a while, whilst also having the rewarding effect of creating 
art, something that has been used as a therapy for mental illness 
for years.  Not everyone has the time, willpower or ability to sit still 
long enough to meditate the traditional way, so art is a great way to 
create whilst relaxing and turning off your mind.

Unfortunately my colouring-in book seems to have joined the 
abandoned hobbies pile, but realising that drawing is still the same 
concept and that meditation can be what you make of it was so 
liberating.  Now, whenever I’m stressing over how much work or not 
being able to understand a concept I sit down and draw for an hour, 
and I always find that afterwards I feel calm, focussed, and ready to 
try again.  Studying such an intense and exhausting course means 
it’s all the more important for medics to find their own way to switch 
off their brains and “meditate” for a while, whether that is by going 
for a run, playing an instrument or trying my way and giving art a go.  
After all, once you realise that the only reason you’re doing it is for 
yourself then it doesn’t matter if you suck!

Irina Earnshaw
photography Lead

Attention Deficit Meditation

‘View of Manhattan from East River State Park’ - Irina Earnshaw

‘San Francisco’ - Irina Earnshaw‘View from Caffe Greco, North Beach’ - Irina Earnshaw
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hey say that it can tell a person a lot about themselves

The imaginative conjuring that exists behind the skull
The fraction of your body that makes you – you
But really, are dreams really just a figment of our minds?
Or do these fabrications hold a deeper meaning?
Into what you hope or wish to see
Around and surround you
What your mind is thinking away subconsciously
Like an old monk deep in thought
Surrounded by a world of endless fascination
But find themselves stuck in their own thoughts
Visions layered together creating an inception
Like a labyrinth of contemplations to be had
From the spirals of staircases that exist within
From one to another
Switching between one theme to the next
In a quick glimpse of amazement
Hoping these images are true
Not to let those dreams die
But fuel the fire that keeps them all alive
For it to soar as high as a mighty bird
Amazing how the mind is so inventive
In creating these bittersweet mirages
That may or may not exist once you step into the reality
The real world so to speak
The colourful land of creativity that is not in your control
Like the dreams from within those deep slumbers
That might just, with eager hopefulness,
Come true one day
In a moment of déjà vu
But also thinking am I going crazy?
Or haven’t I already seen this happen?
Thus making your mind once again restless
Thoughts leaving and arriving like butterflies
To once again restart the cycle of the mind.

A STATE OF REM
Asma Jebril
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